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Nanoscale morphology of multiphase polymer systems and blends, particularly at and near interfaces, is critical 

to understanding interphase adhesion mechanisms and their impact on bulk mechanical properties[1-2]. To 

visualize this morphology over a representative sampling, a fast high-resolution technique for mapping both 

crystalline and amorphous domains with a large field of view is needed.  Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) offers the high resolution needed. However, the application of TEM to polymers is severely limited by 

the electron beam sensitivity, low scattering intensity from low-Z elements, and difficulty in differentiating 

polymers which often have close chemical and structural makeup. To circumvent this traditionally, a heavy 

metal stain is used to introduce artificial contrast, but this contrast can be very difficult to interpret as it provides 

little structural information and often results in artifacts.    Four-dimensional scanning TEM (4D-STEM) is an 

emerging technique with high spatial resolution over a relatively large sample area which provides a wealth of 

structural information[3]. However, beam damage has limited its applications for soft materials and polymeric 

blends[1-2]. Here we explore the use of high-speed detectors, small condenser apertures, and high throughput 

processing software for 4D-STEM characterization of both the amorphous and crystalline regions of polymer 

blends.  Specifically, we demonstrate a low-dose 4D-STEM technique for visualizing nanostructure in 

extremely beam sensitive semicrystalline isotactic polypropylene and ethylene-octene copolymer (iPP/EOC) 

multilayer films. 

First, we introduce radial distribution function (RDF) analysis as a method to identify and differentiate the 

amorphous phases of these two chemically and structurally similar polymers (Figure 1). The derived RDFs for 

iPP and EOC and the identified peaks match well to literature[4-6] within the resolution of this technique. Here 

we utilize the peak located at 6.5 Å, representative of the repeat unit length of iPP helices [7] to differentiate 

the two phases producing an amorphous phase map as shown in Figure 1. The lighter region of the map is 

identified to be iPP, and a clear material interface can be distinguished. By comparison traditional virtual 

bright field (BF) imaging reveals only contrast from the underlying carbon support, with the material 

interface is completely obscured. This RDF technique, however, is easily able to reveal the interface with 

little or no influence from the support. 

With the amorphous structure analyzed and the distribution mapped, we present a second technique for 

identifying and visualizing crystalline domains. A correlative grain growth (CGG) method was developed 

as a high-throughput technique to identify individual nanoscale crystallites within the materials. CGG uses 

diffraction patterns with high crystalline diffraction intensity as seeds and grows crystalline domains based 

on multiplicative correlation of neighboring diffraction patterns. This method is able to map crystallites 

with very low intensity diffraction, and differentiate neighboring crystallites and even in some cases 

overlapping crystallites, allowing for statistical analysis of size, location, and shape of individual crystals 

over a large field of view. The CGG-derived crystalline map is shown in Figure 2 with example diffraction 

patterns. By comparison, virtual annular dark field and virtual BF images showed no distinct 

distinguishable crystallites, demonstrating the strength of the CGG method for detecting crystals.  
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 In summary, we have demonstrated a technique for visualizing the amorphous and crystalline nanoscale 

structure in a multilayer iPP/EOC film, overcoming beam sensitivity, chemical and structural similarity, 

and low diffraction contrast limitations. 
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Figure 1. (a) Virtual BF image of iPP/EOC film, (b) derived RDF profiles for iPP and EOC, and (c) RDF 

derived phase map using 6.5A spacing, bright pixels indicate iPP 

 

 
 

Figure 2. (a) crystallite map showing differentiated crystallites identified using CGG method overlaid on 

RDF derived phase map, and (b) example of 4D-STEM diffraction patterns assigned to a single crystallite 

by CGG 
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